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Thank you so much for your support for a balanced home-sharing ordinance that does not victimize RSO hosts as 
collateral damage. Your statements and questions were quite insightful and encouraging. Thank you for wanting to offer 
a lifeline to us RSO hosts to continue hosting in our homes (in our own units with a pin put in the discussion of 
expanding this to other situations like ADUs).

Now as we move forward toward the quickly arriving Nov. 1st enforcement deadline we need your help still to get the 
recommendation to move forward as an enforceable amendment and not a study. I believe that needs to happen prior to 
the council meeting to have it placed on the agenda that way.

Further as I understand it, since my property is RSO, I will not be allowed to register my apartment and will be thrown off 
of the AirBnB platform on November 1st if there is not either a very quick resolution to making this an actionable 
amendment before November 1st or grandfathering in my current bookings while you continue to work on amending so 
that the council doesn't make me collateral damage as put it at yesterdays meeting. If I am tossed off of the platform 
while things are being resolved and my bookings are cleared, I will be in serious trouble. I need to keep hosting to pay 
my mortgage and your PLUM committee members understood that many of us will be badly hurt if we are not included 
in the home-sharing ordinance.

Please help us find a way to grandfather in our calendars and host while the details are being worked out and passed. I 
am what they call a super host on AirBnB and work very hard at filling my calendar. I am about 75% booked through the 
end of the year and generally fill all the holes in my calendar as we get closer to the dates. If I am cut off from hosting 
AND have all my bookings canceled I will be devastated and unable to pay my mortgage... I could lose my home and or 
wipe out my credit while this is being resolved even as your committee members were clear that I am not who the 
ordinance was ever intended to cut off from hosting.

I have attached a more detailed story. Please help us find solutions and continue hosting in the short term while you are 
working out the details to keep us hosting in the long term.

Marc Bochner 
213-921-0971
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